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Sympathy tor the Devil

This aeusing naee was given to a conference held in Berlin
in opril 1984 attended by various radical science journals on
the these of alternative and traditional uses oi Colputer
tecorology. The papers associated with the conference have been
lane available in Britain by the cowrades of the Radical Science
drernal at the othorbitant cost oi £6.00 for some 40 pages. The
translation of soee of the papers also leaves a lot to be
desired. however Robert Young and Les Levidow's paper ‘How Do
technologies Eebody Values‘ is very interesting. I that
some oi these papers will find their way into the next issue of
Radical Science Journal on Computers, it not I shall try to
reprint otherwise unavailable papers lsuitably aeendedl in
iuture issues of Black Chip, provided RSJ don't object. Radical
Etienne Journal's latest issue does have sole interesting
articles on computers and l was hoping that we were going to
have a review written on thee but this looks like being held
over until our next issue. RS3 can be contacted at 26, Freegrove
Road, London, R7 '
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. ' - One man's belief in nuclear
olsarmament has led him to
develop a peace program. based
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Electronics for Peace

T have been kindly sent two copies of the Electronics tor Peace
Newsletter by Louis Barman. Issue 5, April 1985 is well worth
getting It you're interested as it is properly printed and laid"
out, with some good articles. Subscriptions are £5.00 (£3.00 for
unwagedl, and the eoney should be sent to Townsend House, Green
Lane, harshfield, Chippenhae, Hilts, SN]! BJH

INPUT

The El? Newsletter also has a short mention for the
Initiative for the Peaceful Use of Technology, who can be
contacted at lo: 248, Station I, flttawa, Canada, Kl? 624. The
contents of their iirst newsletter look very interesting and I
shall be writing to them to see it they eant to do an exchange,
with eutual reprints if desired.
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i H r E     ASPECTS ClF' THE New TEQI?-TNQLQGY

ielcpee to the second printed issue of Black Chip."l hope
vpu will all enjoy reading this issue. There are no software or
hardware reviews in this issue, although l have included a few
consents in the Updates section and I was hoping to haye
included a review of Leedssoit's ‘Picket’ ‘gale’ but I haven t
been able to get hold oi a copy yet. As it is only for the IIC
aicro I would be wore than pleased to hear frow any of our leeb
readers who would like to review a copy should l get hold oi it.
Siwilarly there is little original eaterial in this issue apart
froe wy overview piece. This isn't entirely ey fault as certain
persons did proeise articles but they haven't arrived here yet.
Luckily this isn't too wuch of a hardship as I've re-printed Toe
Athanasiou's excellent article frpw the latest issue of
Processed iorld. llf anyone wants copies of this wagazihe then
let we know, if I reeeeber correctly they cost about £1.25).
Anyway, the next issue eight contain the second part_ oi ly
article, an article on the radical uses oi networks, Police uses
of coeputers and a whole lot wore. Astute readers will notice
that this issue is 4 pages longer than the previous issue. This
is due entirely to the quantity of eaterial I wanted to print
and the very welcowe nuwbers of subscriptions sent in, for which
thanks.

It has been suggested that we hold a weetihg in London soon
for interested parties, an excellent suggestion. If anyone would
like to arrange a suitable venue and tile I will be only top
happy to circulate all subscribers with the details. l lust
confess that with work, Upen University, publishing and life in
general, I haven't at the wpwent got the time to arrange the
eeeting eyself, coee to think of it there's no reason why I
should have to do all the work myseli anywayllll Related to
which, l aw a little concerned that what started out as a cosy
discussion ioruw is turning into a cowwodity which people
passively cpnsuee. This isn't the intention at all, As l have to
photocopy each issue l don't want to waste my tiee producing
soeething that just gets filed or chucked away. lhilst there is,
pi course, no obligation for readers to contribute waterial, l'w
sure you'd all prefer to read items froe as many people as
possible. To encourage contributions all contributors will 'get
an extra issue added to their subscription for every itee
printed. _

Hell that's enough gruwbles, tiwe to move on to pore
interesting stufi....

\
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ln the editorial of the last llack Chip I prowised that
there would be fewer hardware reviews and wore political
analysis in this issue. As a contribution to that analysis l
would like to give a brief overview of the areas that llack Chip

.and by ieplicatipn the anarchist epvewet itself should concern
itself with. Using the subheading ‘A Journal of Coeputing for
Anarchists‘ is slightly wisleading as it seeps to indicate a
pore practical or technical approach to the subject, and one
that directs its gaze at a particular fore of technology to the
exclusion to all others. As the cowpiler of the journal l'| more
to blaee for this eisleading iwpressipn then anyone else, so l'm
using this article to rectify the situation, and if anyone can
suggestsh alternative subheading for llack Chip I'd like to
hear from you.

l'd like to propose several lain areas that an analysis
could be sub-divided into (although these should not be
considered as existing in isolation frol eachotherl :

ll Political - Governmental uses based around the couplet :
P0!!!/KBOIIEUQES police/bureaucracies; wpnppolisatioh of
data resources; legal strategies; snooping;

2) Economic - Capital using technologies to replace living
labour with dead labour in pursuit pi Profit; the
practices of the cpwputer industry; international
division of labour; coewoditisation of inforwation

3) Social - Leisure uses. Utilitarian uses by clubs etc;
how the hew Technology interacts with differentials in
society, along the lines of gender, age, class and
culture

fl Philosophical - lwplications of Artificial Intelligence

Sl Educational - Both in terws of practical learning to use
wachines and their place in educational institutions

bl Health - Dangers of producing and using the
Technology, both direct and indirect _

E

. 7) hilitary - Use of coeputers in wilitary weaponry systews
and war simulations

Bl Ideological - Hidden and not so hidden agendas of
software: eilitarisl, sexise and racisw ‘

Pl Practical Political Uses - Anarchist databanks, bulletin
boards, software siwulations, typesetting, "wailing
lists, hacking

l don't intend to discuss each of these exclusively, partly
through reasons of space and partly through reasons of
coepetehce. Also I don't want to present a cpaplete analysis
that would close off further discussion. However it seems
reasonable to outline why we should concern ourselves with these
areas and ways in which we can possibly intervene in thee. The
order of these topics is arbitrary and doubtless there will much
left outside thew and as ouch between thee.

1'
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ll The Political = E . * E
Historically cowputers, using the coweon-sense weaning, one

their existence to the needs priearily to States, in particular
to the Alerican and lritish states. They were created to fulfill
specfic needs in war-tiee, those of intelligence intercetion
and decoding, although the theoretical work that lead to the
possibility pf their creation was the work of independent
inte lectuals, initially outside State control. Unce the ground
was cleared by this work the way was open to the creation of
increasingly sophisticated wachihes, although it wasn't htil
the developeent of first transistors and finally microchips,
theeselves a product of the need to winiaturise for the space
prpgrawwe, that mass-production of reasonable size eachines
becale feasibile. All these develppeents were financed by the
state and in turn the state was the pain beneficiary.

The specifically military uses I shall deal with in a
seperate section, but the lain uses the State has for cpeppters
are eaniiold and linked to its heed ior the collection and
organisation inforwation to maintain its coercive and
cpforoinatory roles in society. Thus the security forces are
P5109 Efllllllfers. to collate inforwation on 'crieinals' and
_§"bY9f§1VBS Q the internal bureaucracies are using thee for
processing pay and siwilar activities, the BRSS are using thew
for infpreation on claieants etc. The state is desperately been
to keep the workings of its cowputer systees secret and
protected froe penetration from outside agencies. At the sue
tiwe they are developing the technology to intercept coeputer
oata that is transwitted within other networks and one cannot
doubt that I 5A and similar agencies intercept coweercial data
in the saee way that they intercept international aufio
eessages. Indeed this interception is greatly facilitated by the
use of a standardised code for letters etc called the ASCII
code. Naturally there are ways pi encrypting wessages and wbt
better than coeputers to use to protect data 2!! This way
explain the various loves to prevent a reliable security system
for publicly available software being allowed on the warkfi.
There can be no doubt that the state will further develop its
coeputerisation of information systees and ways of integratiig
thee into a enormous network, with access to inhueerable files
peing nape possible. Ubviously for anyone participating in any
torl_ of ‘subversive' activity these systees represent a
iorsidalile obstacle, although one shouldn't let pne's paranoia
and imagination get top carried away, yet!

2) Econpwic :

_ _ihilst' the costs of developing coeputer systews [Eng
originally porne by the state for its new bgngfit it Sun,
ggfiagebappzreht that, within _certain liwits, this technology
also a E H : leg? also py capital, both for its own ends and

_ . s pro ica e coweopities in their own right. Although the
original eanufacturers, like llh and ICL tended to be laroe
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Dnce computers were introduced into firms, however, there
began a process that is still continuing, that is of looking for
ever more ways of using the aachines to replace human labour.
This takes a variety of forws ranging from the automating of
production processes in industry, autowating design ~processes,
to introducing word-processing facilities in the typing-pool and
automating clerical procedures. lnevitably these have been
introduced initially by the most~profitable firws to increase
their dominance in warkets by reducing costs and also to
increase managerial control over workforces. In this ~way the
‘New Technology‘ is of a piece with previous technological
innovations, and is used by Capital as a weapon in the class
struggle. Coupled with the economic crisis this has lead to a"
continuing battle being waged in the work-place as Capital tries
to replace people with machines. This has also affected wage
rates with large numbers of semi-skilled jobs being replaced by
autowated procedures which can be overseen by fewer workers,
leaving residues of highly skilled workers whose work cannot as
yet be automated and, at the other end of the scale, jobs devoid
of skill and very poorly paid. Capital is using the ‘econowic
crisis‘ as a further weapon against workers trying to resist
these changes and trade unions have at best only attempted to
aaeliorate the effects on existing workers without thought for
the ever increasing nuwbers of unemployed. Thus technologies
which have the potential of improving the standard of living of
the mass of people is actually making it worse for ever
increasing numbers.

This rapid increase of coputerisation could not have
occured without a similar increase in the nuabers of computer
systems. The cowputer business is seen, by sowe, as a success
story (hence Clive Sinclair's knighthoodll, but it is also an
eiewple of the cut-throat nature of Capitalism. Just as millions
of dollars and peunds have been eade, so ‘have sieilar eoounts
been lost, with many companies going to the wall in price -
cutting wars, especially in the ‘home‘ and ‘personal‘ computer
markets. On the production side this has tended to be
increasingly dependent on the cheap, almost slave, labour of a
predominantly young, fewale and Asian work-force, working in
often appalling conditions and for miniwal wages. Awong the
manufacturers of business cowputers there has been slightly less
blood-letting but even here competition is fierce. Siven this
rivalry it is surprising that technological ‘advances’ are at a
preaiuw, with each company looking to produce machines that will
corner the warket and force competitors out of business. Further
there are competing interests within the industry with
manufacturers, sub-contractors, distributors, retailers and
software writers all trying to maximise their profits - often at
the expense of other sectors - whilst all are dependent on the
health of the industry to stay in business at all. ln these
circumstances one would expect capital to introduce a higher
degree of vertical integration in order to harwonize these
conflicting interests, and this is slowly happening.

The prospects for the future do not look very prowising
either as Capital is beginning to use the possibilities
presented by the New Technologies for a gradual decentralisation
of the productive processes. ihereas in a libertarian~ society
this would be considered beneficial, under capitalism this takes
on a different aspect, as companies try to cut running-costs
they are farwing-out work to hole-workers, who then have to
carry the running-costs themselves. Not only this but workers
becoee isolated, job security vanishes, unions become a thing of
the past lat least in any presently recognisable forwl, and
generally the New Technology is used to turn the screw of
exoliotation ever tighter.
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3) The Social :

P It would, indeed, be an ill-wind that did nobody any good,
and so it is with the New Technologies. Admittedly the ‘good‘ is
at best marginal compared with the ‘harw‘ but for certain people
there are benefits. In particular those with disabilities which
make cowwunication difficult, can use wicros, linked by wodews
and the phone lines, for cowwunicating with the outside world.
All manner of voluntary organisations can use very siwple and
relatively cheap systeas for werd—pracessing, sail-outs, eeeber
ship files, accounts etc, taking advantage of the vast awounts
of easy to use software that is available. All this can, in the
long term save both tiwe and money, both of which are at a
prewium in such organisations. Dbviously these systems will be
wostly used by the nuaerate and by the better-off, but even less
well-off and disadvantaged and oppressed groups can, if
organized, get access and use them. (The return of the liberal!)

Nuch has been wade, in certain quarters, and, I believe,
quite correctly, of the way that women, although predoainant
amongst the workforces that actually manufacture cowputers, are
actively discouraged, by a variety of social and econowic
pressures, from using the new technology. This is due to the
fact that in educational cefltres" computers are seen as a
mathematical or scientific subject which are traditionally seen

"as being wale preserves or at best girls are introduced to thew
in the form of word-processors, where understanding the workings
of the machine or how to controllprograw it are irreleivant.
This is wirrored in the work-place where the New Technology has
meant for a relatively few wen a creative challenge, whereas for
wost women and wany men they represent an alien and alienating
force. ln a different way the lack of provision of languages
other than English has wade it more difficult for people
speaking other languages to use coeputers and the lack of non -
Rowan script has further compounded this obstacle to use,
although there have been notable exceptions to this.

Hardware Reviews

As can be expected, the rave review of the Rotronics
Nafadrive, has turned out to be just a little too enthusiastic.
The equipment is still functioning up to a point but l can't
re-use re-formatted wafas and even worse I can't load files
saved on a wafa in the ‘a‘ drive in the ‘b‘ drive, all of which
makes using the kit rather awkward. Rotronics have offered to
realign the heads in the drives but as l'w using the gear rather
a lot at the wowent I can't afford to be without it for two or
three wegks. Also since writing the review there has been' a
deluge of disc drives and interfaces for the Spectrum, some of
which are quite reasonably priced. Although I haven't had any
experience of using any of thew I'd have to recowwend that
anyone interested in mass-storage on the Spectrum should really
consider getting discs and not wafas or microdrives. The added
advantages of discs include tin most modelsl faster loading
tiwe, better reliablity, better file handling and the ability to
handle larger files with random access. Having said which l’m
stuck with the Nafadrive unless someome cares to send me a
cheque for £200 !!!
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~ Software Reviews

You will be pleased to hear that the Computer Press has been
most generous with its praise of the lorldwise Nuclear Neapons
tape, although a few did coament that it might be a bit awkward
to use fo schoolkids. Ne look forward to future software from
Lancaster, especially review copies!!!

Interface Associates

The EfP Newsletter has an update on Hike 6ascoigne's ittivitigg,
his latest venture is to create a section on Prestel to provide
information on restaurants which cater for Vegetarians, Ihi; 15
on page 53050 of Prestel and Nike is looking for subscribers. To
encourage this he is willing to pay commissio to anyone who can
iifilppaggslto t:f5t'lllE subscribers. If you are familiar with
interezieg 575 :m,_ and even better can demonstrate it to
Interiice gege arzan restaurant owners, contact Hike at
calherle suiiztlisfiig o“5,Christchurch Drive, ’ llackwater,

g Hike ‘Dug; Y3 A (0252 - Blffdil. Also I m sure that
appreciate selling more copies of his software too.
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_ Electronics for Peace is a network of people, .
principally working in the electronics and computing

 industries, who are concerned about the military
I implications of their profession. It is open to all those
- with an interest in electronics or computing.

_ FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACTr

F. LOU|S BARMAN 89 ACRE ROAD
KINGSTON UPON THAMES

SURREY KT2 BES
'TEL3()|54l I825

THE LONDON GROUP OF Efpis ON THE isr THURSDAY E/\(‘H MONTH AT 7.30 PM
To be continued in the next issue of Black Chit-h i AT: LONDON NEW TECHNOLOGY NETWORK - 63- ")0 5T. PANCRAS WAY (off Camden Road) LONDON NWT 9ES
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The world of artificial intelligence
research can be divided up allot ofdif-
ferent ways. but the most obvious split
is between researchers interested in
being god and researchers interested in "
being rich- The -"members of the first
group. .th-eh AI f'l'scientists," t lend 1-the
disciplylitne its special charm. -They want
totstudyt intelligence. _ both J human and
'fp'ur__¢,"' by si~mulatin'g I-it on machines-"
'Buftitj's 'th¢ ethos of the second group,
tent» ":_ei*igi'ne‘ers", that aamtnaias,.ta.
day's‘,'A'l-*es-tablishrnent. ._lt's their ac-
com:pll'.isI"tm.e.nts. that have allowed i AI to
shed} its‘. reputation fas; a ' "scien"t:i:fic con

S5’...-I/V__ge_k)_ianifil -b€_C0l'-TIC

w,asYrecently, described in Fortune r

'¢ra’ze::-s.i,nc'e ~ genetic. e[ngifl_6C1"ln8-a
~.‘en'g.i,ni¢ers-l,i'k¢;_j1°. bask to the

fglorfy gof the scientists, but

;',,;,,.._-lot.-t--,h;{,,i~*; the (priorities. of economic
iTI1§¢Y§I°°;:'W°'F5"IllP at the '.¢h~"F°hlbw <m1>"vfl

I-,Du;ring' tithe, week. tthéfy _w0rl\<
"-i.-lQ<il:¢,$*.i Ofi '.-'-EXP"! Systems" P

ttrrgir;-»;yY.".:.b.ui-lcl-ing7sy,st~e<m‘$i. iwillholit -
toarseaast able -to

tr" ;<dtivvl'e:dg¢='based., e¢.¢vP"e-:
-lge§t-';t"s' now expected to
y;,j;;_“.i1"990§'.AI',st0Cks ‘are

ta-iiiiiiatvl-.'_.iai¢ fof 30% -I
Systems

‘both -at
andIii.-nrvfit—*miio.dsd finitene-

"g,,;,5gy;j is:-via jperson' with ta
..rno;wieaga of some

I at were Bee"
tiniest-we T W1!" e°

.. ea-ri==<>t .r¢e11x be
i.lIl"-We ii‘-'3'!‘ "h?l’° -9°
II." The

l 1a.navaa<=of Al»
: y.“ rdst }I‘ike' ‘expat-t . I " “tinder-

.-'__'_f'_and"‘fijnt_‘elI'i'g'ence’ ' are used
I.-iéa.-:;.,_i_oti nding-..—and self-serving-—

yr §:i.=:cui'acy will not do. Mystifi-
I-1:1 T is good forbusiness.)

systems typically consist of
parts: the "knowledge base" or

“rule base," which“ describes some
little corner of the worId—-some "do-

“microworld"; and the “in-
ferw -. ¢.:,;;ine,"which climbs around
in ll»;-'~-.-*:.-'iCdg€ base looking for con-
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:-nd correspondences. “The
:-;:irce of power...is informal

based on extensive know-
».=,..takingly culled from human

-explained Doug Lenat in an
arty; t. appeared in Scientific Amer-
lcan ¢~,;_;,tt. ’84. “In most of the pro-
grzinat the knowledge is encoded in the
form», hundreds of if-then rules of
thur;<¢_ or heuristics. The rules con-
strain e..-;.:;arch by guiding the program's
atten towards the most likely solu-
tions. ?~--‘€rit.*eover...expert systems are
able to explain all their inferences in
terms a human will accept. The ex-
planation can be provided because
decisions are based on rules taught by
human experts rather than the abstract
rules of formal logic."

rI'I I at :0
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The excitementbbout expert systems
(andithe venture capital) is rooted in the
economic: significance of these ‘ ‘struc-
tural selection problems.” Expert sys-
tems are creatures of microworlds, and
the hope is that they'll soon negotiate
these microworlds well enough to ef-
fectively replace human beings.

‘Some recent expert systems, and
their areas or expertise, are CADU-
ct-zus it (medical diagnosis), PROS-
PECTOR (geological analysis). CATS-1
(locomotive trouble shooting), DIP-
METER adviser (sample oil well analy-
sis)-, and R1,/XCON-XSEL (computer
system‘ sales support and"configura-
tion.) -Note that the kinds of things they
do are all highly technical, involve lots
of facts, and are clearly isolated from
the ambiguities of the social world.

Such isolation is the key. If our sloppy
social universe can be “rationalized”
into piles of predictable little micro-
worlds, then it will. be amenable to
ltnoivledge--ba'sed computerization. Like
automated teller machines, expert sys-
tems may soon be everywhere:

e In financial services like personal
financial planning, insurance under-
writing, and investment portfolio analy-
sis. (This is an area where yuppie jobs
may soon be under direct threat.)
' In medicine, as doctors get used to

using systems like HELPand CADU-
CEUS ll as interactive encyclopedias
and diagnostic aids. These systems will
also be a great boon to lawyers special-
izing in malpractice suits.

e In equipment maintenance and diag-
nosis. “Expert [systems] are great at
diagnosis," said one GE engineer. In
addition to locomotives, susceptible
systems include printed circuit boards,
telephone cables, jet engines, and cars.

e In manufacturing."‘Expert systems
can help pl-an,"sched'ule, and control the
production process. monitor and replen-
ish inventories.... diagnose malfunc-
tions and alert proper parties about the
problem." (Irifosystems, Aug. '83).

e In military and counterintelligence,
especially as aids for harried_tecImi-
cians trying to cope with information
overload.
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-ti V. Many expertsystemshave-turtled;g_u‘tf' it N
to», be quite fallible. “The majgotityiof-lA)I..t
programs existing today don't iwtorkg" Ia,

_, ,Si_l;i.:onJ Valleyfhacker told) me‘ Iflgatly-Q
"and, the majority of people engaged: in
AI research are hucksters. They're not
serious people. They've got a nice
wagon and they're gonna ride“ it.
-They're not even seriously interested in
the programs anymore." ti x ye y
I Fortune: magazine is generally
suplpotitivey, though it troubles teen-ri.n
its latest AI article, -published last
August, to backpeddle on some of its
own inflated claims of several years
ago. Referring to PROSPECTOR, one of
the six or so expert systems always cited
as evidence that human expertise can
be successfully codified in sets of rules,
Fortune asserted that PROSPECTOR's at
achievements aren't all they've been
cracked up to be: “In fact, the initial
discovery of molybdenum [touted as
PROSPECTOR's greatest feat] was
made by humans, though PROSPEC-
TOR later found more ore."

Still, despite scattered discouraging
words from expert critics,‘ the AI engi-
neers are steaming full speed ahead.
Human Edge sic-ftw'are in Palo Alto is
already marketing “life-strategy" aids
for insecure modems: NEGOTIATION
EDGE to help you psych out your
opponent on the corporate battlefield,
SALES EDGE to help you close that big
deal, MANAGEMENT EDGE to help
you manipulate your employees. All are
based on something called “human
factors analysis."

And beyond the horizon, there's the
blue sky. Listen to Ronald J. Brachman,
head of knowledge representation and
reasoning research at Fairchild Camera
and Instrument Corporation:
“Wouldn't it be nice if...instead of
writing ideas down I spoke into my little
tape recorder...It thinks for a few
minutes, then it realizes that I've had
the same thought a couple of times in
the past few months. It says, ‘Maybe
you're on to something.’ " One won-
ders what the head of knowledge engi-
neering at one of the biggest military
contractors in Silicon Valley might be on
to. But I suppose that's besides the
point, which is to show the dreams of Al
“engineers” fading off into the myths
of the Al “scientists"—-those who
would be rich regarding those who
would be god. Mr. Brachman's little
assistant is no mere expert system; it
not only speaks natural English, it
understands that English well enough
to recognize two utterances as being
about the same thing even when spoken
in different contexts. And it can classify
and cross-classify new thoughts.
thoughts which it can itself recognize as
interesting and original. Perhaps, un-
like Mr. Brachman, it'll someday won-
der what it's doing at Fairchild.
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.tftir."gi+a,nt'edf-Q-hrow cxouldfwe be iglflld fto,;be ‘
itntemgant at a-ll.?,Lik'ewise ‘machines? A
'l,‘:"T;hi:':culsturo Of AIy-eincouiriagest-it‘firm! s

of II'mC.,._.'Iff" thrives on Q, exaggerai-t
and‘ refuses to-a examine‘ its own

;,Yet 'th.ere_{ are plTenty. t Take the
riding of “natural "languages"

pposed to formal languages like
I or PAS.CAL.) Humans do it

yr, but AI programs still
'1;-L--'e,ven.aftc::r thirty years of ‘hack-

Ovlercronfidentt pronouncements
I“natural; language understanding

isjust around the corner’ ' were common
in the.S0's, but repeated failure led to
declines in funding. accusations of
fraud, and widespread disillusionment.

a ((Today's,AI businessmen are again
claiming an imminent solution. In the
November issue of Datamatiori, directly
across from an excellent article entitled
“The Overselling of ‘Expert Systems,"
lies a full page ad for a microcomputer-
based system that “speaks English."
Oh? One wonders. then. what Stanford
will be doing with all the megabucks it
just received to study “situated lan-
guage" [language'in'context}. With all
the money to be made of Al hype.
there's a real chance of an embar-
rassing history repeating itself.)

Machine translation floundered be-
cause natural language is essentially-—
not incidentally-—ambiguous; meaning
always depends on context. My favorite
example is the classic, “I like her
cooking," a statement likely to be un-
derstood differently if the speaker is a
cannibal rather than a middle Ameri-
can. Everyday language is pervaded by
unconscious metaphor, as when one
says, ‘I lost two hours trying to get my
meaning across.’ Virtually every word
has an open-ended field of meanings
that shade gradually from those that
seem. utterly literal to those that are
clearly metaphorical. " In order to trans-
late a text, the computer must first
“understand” it.

TA For Computers

Obviously AI scientists have a long
way to go, but most see no intrinsic
limits to machine understanding. UCB
proceeds by giving programs "know-
ledge" about situations which they can

"then use to "understand" texts -of
various kinds.
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Yale students have built ay number of AI; th
“story understanding systems," the
most striking ofvwhich is "IPP," a
system which uses knowledge of terror-
ism to read news stories, learn from
them. and answer questions about
them. It can even make generalizations:
Italian terrorists tend to kidnap busi-
nessmen; IRA terrorists are more likely
to send letter bombs. ' '-

I-Iow much can we expect a program
like IPP to learn? How long will it be
before its “understanding” t can be
“generalized'.' from the microworld of
terrorism to human life as a whole? In
what sense can it be said to understand
terrorism at all, if it cannot also under-
stand misery, violence, and the polidqgg
of frustration? If it isn't really under
standing anything, then what exactly is
it doing, and what would it mean for it
to do it better? Difficuult qttestioris these.

The foundation stone of this ‘IPP’
school of AI is the "script." Remember
the script? Remember that particularly
mechanistic pop psychology ‘called
“Transactional Analysis"? It too was
based upon the notion of scripts, and
the similarity is more than metaphori-
cal.

I In TA, a "script" is a series of
habitual stereotyped responses that we
unconsciously "run" like tapes as we
stumble through life. Thus if someone
we know acts helpless and hurt, we
might want to “rescue” them because
we have been "programmed" by our
life experience to do so.

In the AI universe the word "script"
is used in virtually the same way,
to denote a standard set of expectations
about a stereotyped situation that we
use to guide our perceptions and res-
ponses. When we enter a" restaurant we
it-unconsciously refer to a restaurant
script, which tells us what to do--sit
down and wait for a waiter, order, eat,
pay before leaving, etc. The restaurant
is treated as a microworld, and the
script guides the interpretation of
events within it; once a script has been
locked in, then the context is known,
and the ambiguity tamed.

But while behavior in a restaurant
may be more or less a matter of routine,
what about deciding which restaurant to
go to? Or whether to go to a. restaurant
at all? Or recognizing a restaurant when

7 .

-_w .
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beyond script-bound systems. by con-
slrllfitlng programs that have "goals"
-and make "plans" to achieve those
goals. Grad students even torture their

tprograms by giving them multiple
conflicting goals, andhacking at them
until they can satisfy them all.--~

Anti-AI

The academic zone of AI is called
“cognitive studies." At UC Berkeley,
however, cognitive studies is not just

e program is interdisciplinary and
includes philosophers, anthropologists,
psychologists, and linguists. (The neur-
ophysiologists, I was told, have their
own problems.) Specifically, it includes
Hubert Dreyfus and John Searle, two of
the most persistent critics of the whole
AI enterprise. If Cal hasn't yet made it

Lonto the AI map (and it hasn't), it's
probably fair to say that it's still the
capital of the anti-AI forces, a status it
first earned in 1972 with the publication
of Dreyfus’s What Computers Can't Do.

' I

Dreyfus thinks he's winning. Iii the
revised edition of his book, published in
1979. he claimed that “there is now
general agreement that...intelIigence
E5‘:-tqllltes understanding, and " under-
standing requires giving the computer
the background of common sense that
fldult human being-ts have by virtue of
naving bodies, interacting skillfully in
the material world, and being trained
into a culture."

It: the real world of AI, Dreyfus's
notion of being “trained into a culture”
is so far beyond the horizon as to be
inconceivable. Far from having socie-
ties, and thus learning from each other,
today's AI programs rarely even learn
for themselves. There may finally be
some exceptions, like Doug Lenart’s
EURISKO, but most program start from
Scratch, with only what the program-
m_8r$_at_id (knowledge engineers have
given them. each time they're turned
on.

Ecw Al scientists would accpet Drey-
fus s claim_ that real machine intelli-
gence requires not only learning, but
bodies and culture as well. Most of
them agree, in principle if not in prose,
with their high priest, MIT's Marvin
Minsky. Minsky believes that the body
is "a tele-operator for the brain," and
the brain, in turn, a “meat machine."

The Dark Side of Al

_"Technical people rely upon their ties
with power because it is access to that
power, with its huge resources, that
allows them to dream, the assumption
of thatpower that encourages them to
dream in an expansive fashion, and the
reality of that power that brings their
dreams to life."

—David Noble,
The Forces of Production
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As fascinating as the debates within
/ ..AI have become in recent years, one

can't help but notice the small role they
allocate to social considerations. Formal
methods have come under attack, but
generally in an abstract fashion. That
the prestige of these methods might
exemplify some imbalance in our rela-
tionship to science, some dark side of
science itself, or even some large social
malevolence—these are thoughts rarely
heard even among the critics of scien-
tific arrogance.

For that reason, we must now drop
from the atmospherics of AI research to
the charred fields of earth. The abrupt-
ness of the transition can't be avoided:
science cloaks itself in wonder, indeed it
provides its own mythology, yet behind
that mythology are always the prosaic
realities of social life.

When the first industrial revolution
was still picking up steam, Fredrick
Taylor invented “time/motion" study,
a discipiirre _r.-redicated on the realiza-
tion that skill-based manufacturing
could be redesigned to eliminate the
skill—and with it the autonomy—of the
worker. The current Al expert systems'
insight that much of human skill can be
extracted by knowledge engineers.
codified into rules and heuristics. and
immortalized on magnetic disks is es-
sentially the same.

Once manufacturing could be "ra-
tionalized." automation became not
only possible, but in the eyes of the
faithful, necessary. It also turned out to
be terrifically difficult, for reality was
more complex than the visions of the
engineers. Workers, it turned out, had
lots of “implicit skills" that the time.’
motion men hadn't taken into account.
Think of these skills as the ones
managers and engineers can't see.
They're not in the formal job descrip-
tion, yet without them the wheels would
grind to a halt. And they've constituted
an important barrier to total automa-
tion: there must be a human machinist
around to ease the pressure on the lathe
when an anomalous cast comes down
the line, to “work around" the uneven-
ness of nature; bosses must have secre-
taries, to correct their English if for no
other reason.

Today's latest automation er.
“adaptive control," is intended to co..-
tinue the quest for the engineer's
graii—the total elimination of human
labor. To that end the designers of
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factory automation systems are trying to
substitute delicate feedback mechan-
isms, sophisticated sensors. and even
AI for the human skills that remain in

'-the work process.
Looking back on industrial automa-

tion, David Nobel remarked that “Men
behaving like machines paved the way
for machines without men." By that
measure, we must assume ourselves
well on the way to a highly automated
society. By and~Iarge, work will resist
total automation—in spite of the theolo-
gical ideal of a totally automated
factory, some humans will remain--but
there's no good reason to doubt that the
trend towards mechanization will con-
tinue. Among the professions, automa-
tion will sometimes be hard to see,
hidden within the increasing sophistica-
tion of tools still nominally wielded by
men and women. But paradoxically, the
automation of mental labor may, in
many cases, turn out to be easier than
the automation of manual labor. Coni-
puters are. after all, ideally suited to the
manipulation of symbols, far more
suited than one of today's primitive
robots to the manipulation of things.
The top tier of our emerging two-tier
society may eventually turn out to be a
lot smaller than many imagine.

As Al comes to be the basis of a new
wave of automation, a wave that will
sweep the professionals up with the
manual workers, we're likely to see new
kinds of resistance developing. We
know that there's already been some,
for DEC (Digital Equipment Corpora-
tion), a company with an active program
of internal AI-based automation. has
been strangely public about the prob-
lems it has encountered. Arnold Kraft,
head of corporate AI marketing at DEC:
“I fought resistance to our VAX-
configuration project tooth and nail
every day. Other individuals in the
company will look at AI and be scared of
it. They say. ‘Al is going to take my job.
Where am I? I am not going to use this.
Go away!’ Literally. they say ‘Go
Awayl"' (Computer Decisions, August
1984.)
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sight, though we may hope to see this
change in theyears ahead. Frederick
Hayes-Roth, chief scientist at Teknow-
ledge, a Palo Alto-based firm, with a
reputation for preaching the true gospel
of Al, put it this way: “The first sign of
machine displacement of human pro-
fessionals is standardization of the pro-
fessional's methodology. Professional
work generally resists standardization
and integration. Over time, however,
standard methods of adequate efficien-
cy often emerge." More specifically:
“Design, diagnosis, process control,
and flying are tasks that seem most
susceptible to the current capabilities of
knowledge systems. They are composed
larg_ely ofgsensor interpretation (except-
ing design), of symbolic reasoning, and-

of heuristic planning-—all within iiie
purview of knowledge systems. The
major obstacles to automation involving
these jobs will probably by the lack of
standardized notations and instrumen-
tation. and. particularly, in the case of
pilots, professional resistance." Hayes-
Roth is, of course, paid to be optimistic.
but still, he predicts “fully automated
air-traffic control" by 1990-2000. Too
bad about PATCO. -

Automating The Military

On October 28, 1983, the Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA) announced the Strategic Com-
puting Initiative (SCI), launching a five-
year, $600-million program to harness
AI to military purposes. The immediate
goals of the program are “autonomous
tanks" {kiiier robots for the Army. a
“pilot's associate" for the Air Force.
and “intelligent battle management
systems" for the Navy. If things go
according to plan, all will be built with
the new gallium arsenide technology,
which, unlike silicon, is radiation resis-
tant. The better to fight a protracted
nuclear war with, mydear.

And these are just three tips of an
expanding iceber . Machine intellig -

gence, were it ever to work, would allow
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the military to switch over to auton-
omous and semi-autonomous systems
capable of managing the ever-iiicreas-
ing speed and complexity of "modern"
warfare. Defense Electronics recently
quoted Robert Kuhn, director of infor-
mation processing technology at DAR-
PA, as saying that “within five years.
we will see the services start clamoring
for Al."

4 _ .

High on the list of military programs
slated to benefit from the SCI is
Reagan's proposed “Star Wars" sys-
tem, a ballistic missile “defense” ap-
paratus which would require highly
automated, virtually autonomous mili-
tary satellites able to act quickly enough
to knock out Soviet missiles in their
“boost” phase, before they release
their warheads. Such a system would be
equivalent to automated launch-on-
warning; its use would be an act of war.

Would the military boys be dumb
enough to hand over control to a
computer? Well, consider this excerpt
from a congressional hearing on Star
Wars, as quoted in the LA Times on
April 26, 1984:

‘At that, Sen. Paul Tsongas exploded:
“Perhaps we should run R2-D2 for
President in the 19905. At least he'd be
on line all the time.

"Has anyone told the President that
he's out of the decision making pro-
cess?" Tsongas demanded.

“I certainly haven't, Kenworth (Rea-
gan science advisor) said.

Sen. Joseph R. Biden pressed the
issue over whether an error might
provoke the Soviets to launch a real
attack. “Let's assume the President
himself were to make a mistake...," he
said.

“Why?" interrupted Cooper [head of
DARPA]. “We might have the tech-
nology so he couldn't make a mistake."

said Biden. “You've con-
vinced me. You've convinced me that I
don't want you running this program."

But his replacement, were Cooper to
lose his job, would more than likely
worship at the same church. His faith in
the perfectability of machine intelli-
gence is a common canon of AI. This is
not the hard-headed realism of sober
military men, compelled by harsh
reality to extreme measures. It is rather
the dangerous fantasy of powerful men

. -5-4;
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mythologies which flourish in the super-
heated rhetoric of the Al culture.

The military is a bureaucracy like any
other, so it's not surprising to find that
its top level planners suffer the same
engineer's ideology of technical perfec-
tability as do their civilian counterparts
Likewise, we can expect resistance to
AI-based automation from military
middle-management. Already there are
signs of it. Gary Martins, a military Al
specialist, from an interview in Defense
Electronics (Jan. '83): “Machines that
appear to threaten the autonomy and
integrity of commanders cannot expect
easy acceptance; it would be disastrous
to introduce them by fiat. We should be
studying how to design military man-
agement systems that reinforce, rather
than undermine, the status and
functionality of their middle-level
users."

One noteworthy thing about some
“user interfaces": Each time the
system refers to its knowledge-base it
uses the idiom “you taught me" to alert
the operator. This device was developed
for the MYCIN system, an expert on
infectious diseases, in order to over-
come resistance from doctors. It
reappears unchanged, in a system
designed for tank warfare management
in Europe. A fine example of what
political scientist Harold Laski had in
mind when he noted that “in the new
warfare the engineering factory is a unit
of the Army, and the worker may be in
uniform without being aware of it."

Overdesigned and unreliable techno-
logies, when used for manufacturing,
can lead to serious social and economic:
problems. But such "baroque" tech-
nologies, integrated into nuclear war
fighting systems, would be absurdly
dangerous. For this reason, Computer
Professionals For Social Responsiblity
has stressed the “inherent limits of
computer reliability" in its attacks on
the SCI. The authors of Strategic
Computing, an Assessment, assert, “ln
terms of their fundamental limitations,
AI systems are no different than other
computer systems... The hope that AI
could cope with uncertainty is under-
standable, since there is no doubt that
they are more flexible than traditional
computer systems. It is understandable,
but it is wrong."

Unfortunately, all indications are
that, given the narrowing time-frames
of modern warfare. the interplay
bet-.=.-eeri tcchxnoi-ogical .ar:':i bureaucratic
competition, and the penetration of the
engineers' ideology into the military
ranks, we can expect the Pentagon to
increasingly rely on high technology,
including AI, as a “force and intelli-
gence multiplier." The TERCOM
guidance system in Cruise Missiles, for
example, is based directly on AI pattern
matching techniques. The end result
will likely be an incredibly complex,
poorly tested. hair-trigger amalgama-
tion of over-advertised computer tech-
nology and overkill nuclear arsenals.
Unfortunately, the warheads them-
selves. unlike the systems within which
they will be embedded, can be counted
upon to work.
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And the whole military Al prograrni"

only a subset of a truly massive thrust»
for military computation of all sorts: :-
stiidy by the Congressional Office oi
Technology Assessment found that in
1983 the Defense Dept. accounted for
69% of the basic research in electricai
engineering and 54.8% of research in
computer science. The DOD's domi-
nance was even greater in applied
research. in which it paid for 90.5% of
research in electrical engineering and
86.7% of research in computer sci-
ences.

Defensive Rationallzations

There are many liberals, even left-
liberals. in thr Al community, but few
of them have rcbeilcd against the SCI.
Why? To some degree because of the-
Big Lie of “national defense," but there
are other reasons given as well;

° Many of them don't really think this
stuff will work anyway.
' Some of them will only do basic

research, which “will be useful to
civilians as well."

° Most of them believe that the
military will get whatever it wants
anyway.
' All of them need jobs.

The first reason seems peculiar to Al,
but perhaps I'm naive. Consider,
though, the second. Bob'Wilinsky, a
professor at UC Berkeley: “DOD money
comes in different flavors. I have 6.1
money... it's really pure research. It
goes all the way up to 6.13, which is.
like, p!‘0C_Ur€mi=nt for bombs- ?~irw.-
Strategic -Computing is technically
listed as a 6.2 activity [applied re-
search]. but what'll happen is, there'll
be people in the business world thz-it'll
say ‘OK, killer robots, we don't care,'
and there'll be people in industry that
say. ‘OK, I want to make a LISP
machine that's 100 times faster than the
ones we have today. I'm not gonna
make one special for tanks or anything.‘
So the work tends to get divided up."
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Actually, it sounds more like a co-
operative effort. The liberal scientists
draw the line at basic research; they
won't work on tanks, but they're willing
to help provide what the anti-military
physicist Bruno Vitale calls a “rich
technological menu," a menu immedi-
ately scanned by the iron men of the
Pentagon. .

Anti-military scientists have few
choices. They can restrict themselves to
basic research, and even indulge the

-q-n- -

illusion that they no longer contribute to
the war machine. Or they can grasp for
the straws of socially useful applica-
tions: Al assisted medicine. space
research, etc. Whatever they choose.
they have not escaped the web that
binds science to the military. The mili-
tary fate oi the space shuttle program
demonstrates this well enough. In a
time when the military has come to
control so much of the resources of civil
society, the only way for a scientist to
opt out is by quitting the priesthood al-
together. and this is no easy decision.

But let's assume, for the sake of con-
versation, that we don't have to worry
about militarism, or unemployment, or
industrial automation. Are we then free
to return to our technological delirium?

Unfortunately, there's another prob-
lem, a problem for which Al itself is
almost the best metaphor. Think of the
images it invokes. of the blurring of the
line between humanity and machinery
from which the idea of Al derives its
evocative power. Think of yourself as a
machine. Or better. think ofsociety as a
r_nachine—-fixed, programmed, rigid.

-1-In

The second problem is bureaucracy. the
programmed society, the computer
state, 1984.

Of course, not everyone's worried.
The dystopia of 1984 is balanced, in the
popular mind, by the utopia of flexible,
decentralized, and now intelligent com-
puters. The unexamined view that mic-
ro-computers will automatically lead to
“electronic democracy" is so common
that it's hard to cross the street without
stepping in it. And most computer
scientists tend to agree, at least in
principle. Bob Wilinsky, for example.
believes that the old nightmare of the
computer state is rooted in an archaic
technology, and that “as computers get
more intelligent we'll be able to have
a more flexible bureaucracy as opposed
to a more rigid bureaucracy..." .-

Utopian may not be the right word for
such attitudes. The utopians were well-
meaning and generally powerless; the
spokesmen of progress are neither.
Scientists like Wilinsky are well-funded
and often quoted, and if the information
age has a dark side, they have a special
responsibility to bring it out. It is
through them that we encounter these
new machines, and the stories they
choose to tell us will deeply color our
images of the future. Their optimism is
too convenient; we have the right to ask
for a deeper examination.

Machine Society

Imagine yourself at a bank, frus-
trated, up against some arbitrary rule or
procedure. Told that “the computer
can't do it,” you’ will likely give up.
“What’s happened here is a shifting of
the sense of who is responsible for-
policy, who is responsible for decisions,
away from some person or group of
people who actually are responsible in
the social sense, to some inanimate
object in which their decisions have been
embodied.” Or as Emerson put it,
“things are in the saddle, and ride
men.”

Now consider the bureaucracy of the
future. where regulation books have

been replaced by an integrated infor-
mation system, a system that has been
given language. Terry Winograd, an AI
researcher. quotes from a letter he
received:

“From my point of view natural
language processing is unethical, for
one main reason. It plays on the central
position which language holds in human
behavior. I suggest that the deep
involvement Weizenbaurn found some
people have with ELIZA [a program
which imitates a Rogerian therapist] is
due to the intensity with which most
people react to language in any form.
When a person receives a linguistic
utterance in any form, the person reacts
much as a dog reacts to an odor. We are
creatures of language. Since this is so, it
is my feeling that baiting people with
strings of characters, clearly intended
by someone to be interpreted as sym-
bols, is as much a misrepresentation as
would be your attempt to sell me
property for which you had a false deed.
In both cases an attempt is being made
to encourage someone to believe that
something is a thing other than what it
is, and only one party in the interaction
is aware of the deception. I will put it a
lot stronger: from my point of view,
encouraging people to regard machine
generated strings of tokens as linguistic
utterances, is criminal, and should be
treated as criminal activity."

The threat of the computer state is
usually seen as a threat to the liberty of
the individual. Seen in this way, the
threat is real enough. but it remains
manageable. But Winograd’s letter
describes a deeper image of the threat.
Think of it not as the vulnerability of
individuals. but rather as a decisive
shift in social power from individuals to
institutions. The shift began long ago,
with the rise of hierarchy and class. It
was formalized with the establishment
of the bureaucratic capitalist state, and
now we can imagine its apotheosis.
Bureaucracy has always been seen as
machine society; soon the machine may
find its voice.
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We are fascinated by AI because, like
genetic engineering, it is a truly
Promethean science. As such, it reveals
the mythic side of all science. And the
myth, in being made explicit, reveals
the dismal condition of the institution of
science itself. Shamelessly displaying
its pretensions, the artificial intelligent-
sia reveals as well a self-serving
naivete, and an embarrassing entangle-
ment with power.

On the surface, the myth of AI is
about the joy of creation, but at deeper
reading forces joy to the margins. The
myth finally emerges as a myth of
domination, in which we wake-to find
that our magnificent tools- have built us
an “iron cage,” and that we are
trapped.

Science is a flawed enterprise. It has
brought us immense powers over the
physical worid, but is itself servile in the
face of power. Wanting no limits on its
freedom to dream, it shrouds itself in
myth and ideology, and counsels us to
use its powers unconsciously. It has not
brought us wisdom.

Or perhaps the condition of science
merely reflects the condition of human-
ity. Narrow-mindedness, arrogance,
servility in the face of power-—these are
attributes of human beings, not of tools.
And science is, after all, only a tool.

Many people, when confronted with
Al, are offended. They see its goal as an
insult to their human dignity, a dignity
they see as bound up with human
uniqueness. In fact, intelligence can be
found throughout nature, and is not
unique to us at all. And perhaps
someday, if we're around, we'll find it
can emerge from semiconductors as
well as from amino acids. In the mean-
time we'd best seek dignity elsewhere.
Getting control of our tools, and the
institutions which shape them, is a good
place to start.

—by Tom Athanasiou
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Using Microcomputers for Power Structuno Research

The use of a modest dual-drive microcomputer will allow fast access to
a database of 15,ooo names of groups and individuals. compiled frqm about
BO muckraking books published since 1964 and numerous pefifldicalg sincg
19:u. The areas covered include the intelligence community, big business.

-8-Lacin America, the East Coast foreign policy eetehlishment.- domestic
surveillance, assassination theory, and the right-wing.

Each of the names has from one to over thirty alphabetized EQUFQE5
d I .-' T \'_I ' _ l '1:DlS,Ed under it. when the name has ooen located in or associated with a
foreign country for a specific period of years (which ' true of about
/,uou names), this information is also displayed. Access time for a single
name is under ton seconds (or faster for hard disk), and for all namesassociated with a country during o time frame is under five minutes
Another search shows the distribution of entry-years for a particular
country from 1945-85. Name and area searches may be stacked up to forty
deep by the user to save time and effort, and printouts are Optional,

I.
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The entire database fits on four sides of common double~donsity, five-
and-agquartor inch floppies. If single-sided drives are used, the program
promp s for the floppy it needs to find the information requested. If a
hard disk or dual double-sided drives are being used, the disk prompting is
not needed. The software is written in Microsoft BASIC and has been
compiled for CPKM and IBM PC—DDS. It is available for Osborne F

- ~5YDFDsMorrow and FC—DDS 1 or 2. The database can be expanded or a new one
-l-scartod using two programs other than the search program. A hard disk is

needed for expansion, but a new database may be started with only dual
floppy drives. Since nothing is written down. name ontrv is fairly fast.
The working filo can be paved on dish at any time, and continued later.

A computer to run this program costs about oiogo, and 5 Dyintgr
another vane. If the computer will also be used for correspondence or
camera—roady word processing, a lettor—guality printer may be preferred,
which is closer to ssoe-seep, depending on speed and features. A hard disk
holds several times the data in this catabase. and costs about $2300
Progressive groups are using computers to produce newsletters and prepare
copy for typesetters, often by using the bundled software included in the
price of the computer. Many typesettors offer substantial discounts for
c d‘ r ' "- .» - -opy on isks, since it saves .etyp1ng. For the editor, proofreading is
51mp1lTlEd by doing it on the computer with the aid of a spelling checker.

Another program is available which edits and prints small =ubscriDt*on
- -1 _ J.lists. with dual single-sided floppies. about 2.ooo names, addresses and

expiration codes can be entered. The printout is on standard fanfpld label
paper, two or three labels wide, sorted alphabetically or by zip code,

These programs and database are available to progressive groups and
individuals free of charge. Because of the largo amount of intelligence
Cgmm%2it?_ gatfli disclosure of the database should be discrete and the use
Q 1' .-' .- "'e dd obese for adnertised searches available to the public is not
recommended. The Intelligence Identities Protection Act would appear to
exclude public domain data, but an adverse political climate could generate
pressure for prosecution under the vague provisions of the Act. f
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AFOHANISTNIAF ALIANIAIAI
IAHRAIN-OH IANELAOESHIIE
IRITAIN—IN OULBARIAIIL
CEYLON-IL CHAOICO l
CYPRUS-CY CZECHOSLOV-CI
EL SALVADR-ES ETHIOPIA—ET
ERENAOAIGN GUATEMALA-GT
ICELAND-IC INDIA-IN
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LEBANON-LE LIBERIA-LI
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PRINTOUTS OF SAMPLE SEARCHES

ANNUAL COUNT FOR CHILE

19460
19471
19401
19491
19501
19511
19521
19531
19541
1955:

19561
19571
19581
1959:
19601
19611
19621
19631
19641
19651

Qntry—yoarl I 1664

SEARCH FOR CHILE,

ANACONOA
CHSS71

7
11
13
11
13
15
25
26
42
40

1975
197C
1981
1975
19S2
197!
19S3
1976
1976
1983
19I3
1975
1979
1977
1980
19S1
1975
1971
1967
1981
1977
1964
197i
1980
1973
1976

ALEERIAIAL
IARIADOS—OI
IURMAIIU
CHILE-CH
OAHOMEY—OA
FINLANOIFI
GUINEA-GI
INOONESIAIIS
JAPAN-IA
LIOYA-LI
MAURITIUS-MS
NIGER-NR
PHILIPPINE-PH
SAUDI ARABISA
SRI LANKAISL
TANZANIA-TA
gfé 171itiIr‘\a

ZAIREIZA

19661
1967i
19681
19691
19701
19711
19721
1973:
19741
19751

dintrihuttan of cntry—y0ars Gar area CH
42
40
55
46
185
134
131
223
132
11$
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nnnzn.a. uao'a nan 1a cia
nnaca:111.v. cxn cunt tars;
nnnxa.a. 8EARCH..HANCHUR1AN
nccov.A. rnuxrxcs nzanzu...
ncs:a:s.a. naanuv nzcaxra
n1u1z.n... nn:n1cA.1uc.
n1n1z.n... rousa,1uc.
NACLA. aasanrxnn
NACLA. suarzanun
uacun. new carp:
unccn. nun aucza :uLuna1a1
uacua. vnunux nouuaa
ueuneasaa,a. cza nxrrzunnan
O5LE8IY,C.YANKiE Ann counov

ANGOLA-AN

IURUNDI—SO
CHINA-CI
DENMARK-ON
FRANCE—FR
GUYANA-EU
IRAN—IR
JORDAN-JO

ZAMBIA-ZM ZIMRAIHE-IR

1992
10:2
1901
1911
1910
1192
1912
1911
1900
111:
11:2
1111
1110
1914
1990
1113
119:
1911
1111
191:
1114
1113
1910
1911
1193
1111

ARGENTINA-AR AUSTRALIA—AS AUSTRIA-AU
_OELGIUM—IE OENIN-DA IOLIVIAIOO IOTSHANA-IT

CAMIOOIA-CA CAMEROON—CM CANADA-CN
COLUNQIA-CO CONSOIIA COSTA RICA—CR CUBA-CU
OOMICN REPIDR DOMINICA-OM ECUAOOR—EC
EAOON-GA EERMANY—EE SHANAISH
HAITI—HA HONOURAS—HO HONGKONCIHK
IRAO-IO IRELANOIIO ISRAEL-IL
KENYAIKE KOREAIKO KUHAIT-KU

LUXENIOURB-L! MADAGASCAR-MD MALAHIIMH MALAYSIA—ML
MEXICO-NE HOROCCO-MO MOZAMBIQUE-MI NEPAL-NE
NIGERIA-Ni NORNAY-NO OMANIOM PAKISTANIPA
POLAND-PO PORTUGAL-PT PUERT RICOIPU OATAR-OA
SENEGAL-SE SEYCHELLESISC SIERRA LNE—SN SINSAPORE—BG
OUOAN-SU SURINAME-SR SNAZILAND-SI SHEOEN-SN
THAILAND-TH TIBET—TO TOGOITO TRINIDAD—TR
UPPR VDLTA—UV URU5UAY—U5 USOR-UR VENEZUELA-VE VIETNAM-VN

PETRAS|J- U18. AND CHILE
PETRUSENKO.V.OANGEROUO GAME
POHEROQT. MAN KEPT SECRETS
PROUTY,L.F. SECRET TEAM
RAY,E--- DIRTY HORN 2
lALE|N. POHER SHIFT
SAMPSON|A- ARMS IAIAAR
SAMPSON.A. SOV STATE OF ITT
SCHLESIN5ER»S--BITTER FRUIT
SCHORR,D- CLEARING THE AIR
SCOTT\P. CRIME AND COVERIUP
SHAHCROSSuN. SIDESHOH
SHOUP,L- IMPERL DRAIN TRUST
IILK,L-..AMERICAN ESTAIMENT
SMITH,J.B. PORTRAIT HARRIOR
SMITH¢J-D- CIA IN INOIA
SNEPP,F. DECENT INTERVAL
STOCKHELL;J- SEARCH ENEMIES
SUMHERS,A. CONSPIRACY
TURNER.H- POHER ON RIGHT
URIBEQA. BLACK IOOK-..CHILE
HEISSMANISI TROJAN HORSE
HEISSHAN,S. BIS BROTHER..-
NIBE.D- AMER POLICE STATE
NISE|O- POLITICS OF LYING
NIBE,O.INVISIOLE GOVERNMENT

BAHAMAS-BA
BRAZIL-RR

EGYPT-E5
5REECE—GR
HUNGARY-HU
ITALY-IT
LAOSILA
MALI~MA

PANAMA-PN

TUNISIA-TN

Available from :
Daniel Brandt

3’ 1201 North K t St
19781 S8
19791 21
19801 13
19811 13
19821 6
19831 5
19941 5
19851 O

entries I S54 yours par entry I 2.85
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Computers -— to use or not to use: A
Reply

How pleased l was to see on WELOE winter magazine
cover Computers listed under T:/'llfd' World connections.
The contents list subtitles the article Computers - to use
or not to use‘. For me there is no doubt in my mind. heed
of spirit that we should not use computers. But I have $0
fai"‘found myself atone with my conviction that the use of
computers is not compatible to my/our ends. My reasons
(some of which have nothing to do with ‘reas0n) are
many and connected. What has pressed me into writing
this was my disappointment in what was offered as a
debate on ‘to use or not to use‘. It was more like how to
get the most out of your computer. There was an
acknowledgement of debate as to whether _cot_hDU19f$
can be used in a non-capitalist, non-authoritarian and
non-bureaucratic way. and a list of four reasons why we
should not use them, but these are dismissed by.Anyway_ |‘m getting away from the facts . Well, to l'Tl8hlI is
a fact that third world women are going blind after t ree
years of work on computer components; that this work tis
part of their limited choice to starve or become pros I-
tutes. And this fact does also apply to electronic washing
machines etc... Another aspect otthe racism comDlJ\e'9;
depend on and perpetuate is that much of the drudgery
they can relieve us of, is that the us is a First World
privileged elite, in world terms... and those are my ielme»
as a woman and eco-feminist. l would like to quote
Wilmette Brown (and Virginia Woolf again) from Black
Women and the Peace Movement: The terms of orgt
struggle for peace are that the direction and t _e
organisational priorities that we need to carry out at any
particular moment guarantee that the peace movement
not grow at the expense of those of the bottom.
Otherwise the peace movement will grow, but accommo-
date war‘. For peace read women s liberation, for we will
.not have one without theother. _

To make visible the life and words of Third Wdfldi
Afro-American and native women as WF_LOE f_Tl8l<9$ 9
point of doing, and then let slide the tokenism displayed
by the ‘getting away from the facts‘ attitude is something
we as a network must challenge. And just in case we
think we might be included in the privileged minority
whose lives are to be improved by COFhDUie'$- l leietl To
The Guardian (March 8. i984) Oh <3 F900" On Comp“
to be presented at the TUC Womens cohieteht-er
‘Women workers are likely to suffer disproportionately
through the introduction of new i_eCh_l'l'QU9$-k-And "jg
position of women who remain with iobstwtor‘ ing mgr]
computers does not sound too attractive. W lie wo W
workers share with male colleagues all the prob eras] hie
technology brings. they also have to cope _wi_ _
problems of commitments outside work. the" llmlied
education and training opportunities. and extra health
risks (my emphasis).
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Another listed problem is that they were built firstly to
meet military and secondly big business needs; that
small business and leisure usage has been a side effect.
No mention of the radiation side effects, although Rosalie
Bertell gives a clear report in the article The Health
Hazards of Visual Dis,-oiay Term:'.":aI.=,~"(WFLOE winter
magazine, and see also chapter three‘ in Reclaim The
Earth). The thought of the numerous children who
regularly are exposed to this radiation horrifies me. The
cumulative effect through generations leading to infertil-
ity connects with women's Struggle in reclaiming child-
birth from technology. This technology, its links with
silicone chips and computers, is for me a Dllme $5/mdldm
of male control of women and nature. We do not need
these things. We could use ‘alternate technology‘ to
relieve us of drudgery, which would be cheap and simple
enough to be accessible world wide. Using computers
takes us yet another step away from living in balance with
nature. As Carrie Dann, a Native American women says
in March Outwrite: ‘We get all that we need from Mother
Earth, for our lives, our religion and our life are tied
together; we cannot separate them.‘ We read in The
Dreamtime (WFLOE winter issue) how Aboriginal people
are |0Si,-,9 their sacred rites. Their religion and their life
are sefiarate-:;f. it is part of their di'3?='=’“-1313?‘!-‘Y’! Edd ii i‘-=3 id?‘-ii
of ours.

l went to America in 1981 and there first heard about
experiments at Stamford University using human volun-
teers who were paid. After complaints from volunteers
the research stopped using them, but presumab|Y did
not cease, as non-volunteers are readily available in
hospitals. especially mental hospitals, the largest of
which are military mental hospitals. The research con-
cerns micro-irriplants. in the eyesand brain. These
implants act as transmitters; all that is seeh through the
camera-eye is transmitted and can be picked UP 0" 3 TV
screen and recorded. The same with the brain waves.
similar to EEG used in hospitals. The implications for use
in espionage, diplomacy, etc. are far reaching. An
obvious development this line Oi teSe8rCh Cddld lake ‘S
that the transmitters also become receivers, with two-way
transmission. ln other words. the creation of human
robobts. _ I _

Last Summer there was a short-iived expose of a oird
sanctuary which sold eggs to Birmingham University.
These eggs were hatched for experiments using im-
plar-tts (no details given as far as l know). The protest
seemed to focus on the fact that although the birds
continued to iive a healthy life and were not used to test
chemicals nor were infected, they had to be killed by law
after six months. These animal expeflmedis bring Us
again through animal’ liberation to birth technology. test
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u netic interference
'U$i3etr$-)((?;leJgegfan2y Iggzal Labour party told me about the
Bilderberg Project. This is an EEC computer being bull;
in Brussels. The technologists Wglklng 0" We Pmiec
have nicknamed their computer ‘The Beast. It is sug-
posed to take 10 years to build and will eventually have
me capacity to hold 20 pages of information on ever)/'
one. They were not sure who ‘everyone W88. DUI I dare
ca everyone in the First World would do for a start. The
urdject Isa malor contributor towards the cashless
geeiety part of the EEC/IMF/USA plans for tomorrow's
Europe, in which Britain has been designated a non-
manufacturing but hi-tech area. Of course. ihet Iliad‘:
unions would never have it. S0 they have to 9° "23 ; man
that the Coal Board last year got an American c air 1 .
American industry has an excellent record for weakening
and dissolving unions. and the British coal industry is
being run down in favour of American nuclear tech-
nology. _ D . . I. m in

American economic influence and ithgelldls t
Europe has been reinforced by coihgdlef Zlmggl $-
especially in the military world. The anti-American atti-
tude of British people that was so strong after the second
European tribal war has disappeared; correspondingly
Fiussia (the Soviet Union) has gone from being <3
European ally to being part of the ASIBIT menace, the
enemy. The enemy which, as SUS8llGflllll'l states. is
created by us through 9"9mY"¢l9al'"9 mogghtn
pQrnQgl'apl'ly. A year and ahalf ago Leonie Cal ico o
me that instead of cash it is planned. we all have a
number, like a bank account or National Insurance
number, and that research is underway to find some way
of marking our wrists invisibly with a ray which could be
read off a computer at. for example, a supermarket exit.
The Bible, in Revelations (chapter I3. verses 16-18) says

N
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‘And he (the beast) causeth all, both small and great. rich
and poor, free and bond. to receive a mark in their right
hand. or in their foreheads: And that no man might buy or
sell save he that had the mark. or the name of the beast.
or the number of his name. I-lere is wisdom. Let llll'i'lfll'l8l
hath understanding count the number of the beast. .or it
is the number of a man; and his number is six hundred
threescore and six‘ (666). Aleister Crowley name?
himself ‘The Beast and the numerologygl the OF???
gives the beast the number 999 (Oi 665 ldvededl e
BFPO (British Forces Post Office) number for the Falk-
land Islands is 999. I would be interested to hear morehon
any of these things. l know I have lust Dleged idgel ef
things I have heard over the last few years. and I lOUfiC|l1li
particularly hard to talk . to many women about I 9
implants when I first returned from the US.

But times are changing fast; such concepts we are
more able to believe possible as we grasp more deeply
the degree of women-hatred and control of nature that
patriarchy desires. I may have yet to really convince you.
or anyone, how absolutely incompatible to our ends the
use of computers is for us asfeminists. And I did admit
that some of my reasons for this belief may seem far from
reasonable. But I hope I have contributed something new
to the computer debate, because I do not hear anyone
-‘talking about the issue from a spiritual/religious/psychic
point of view. Or from a political/economic/ecology
perspective in terms of distribution of resources. There-
fore for me the debate on computers. to use or not to use.
is indeed an eco-feminist question and has so far been
unbalanced. And I am left considering whether or not to
renew my subs to computer-aided WFLOE network.
magazine and mailing list. for I believe our means must
be compatible with our aims. otherwise we will
accommodate war, and as long as there is war women
will suffer.

Jill Fiaymond
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LETTER
De. " “

ear Black Chip
It was a pleasant surprise to . u .

receive your publication. So far h"er‘ep'|on of compute’
very few Anarchists have bothered  
to accept the existence of computers,
and even fewer have attempted to '
learn how to use them.

As Pan points in Issue 1. these
machines can easilyput someone off,
basically because they are really
fucking boring, very hard to understand,
and have the prospect of providing
absolutedly no use at all. '

Computers have become the
mechanical lepers of the Anarchist
movement, I suspect because most
Anarchists were too "old" when they
became fashionable, and the general i
feeling is to I either smash them, throw
them oul: ofwindows, gr pour coca cola
into their circuitry. "  

They are here to stay,used to s
make money for the moneyemakers,
used to keep files, send bills, to keep
track onpeople...........

We can"t throw all these machines out
of the window.We should start stealing
them and put them to our own purposes.
One of. the mainproblems with the AnarchI‘...r..i
movement is the lack of contact and co-
ordination amongst us,possibly because we
delude ourselves into believingthal: we are
all working "underground".

i  Computers can be used to store
information,which can only be accessed by
the User,lists of resources, skill sharers,
outlets,‘ contacts etc. would be useful
to us.

The less secretive information
could be made availble on cassette form
for various groups‘/individuals, and links
with Anarchists becomes much more
realistic than the information from the odd
traveller or letter. Computer ‘messages
can be sent easily over the telephone, our
own telex system.

The question facing us is whether or
not we will take up the challenge of
bothering to learn how to use a computer
and then finding a useful function for
it.  

Well keep on with the publication, I
55 DUPONT ROAD, LDNDDN swrzo BEH shallbe in touch S0011 with some copy

for you.
Love P .

14 15

In a written answer to Parliament (Hansard 26 2 85) the
Home Secretary announced that a warrant issued under the
Interception of Communications Bill would ‘cover any form
of communication . .. including the transmission through
them of computer data.’ Thus the Bill allows for thc security
services to intercept computer information as it is transferred
bctwccn computers. As the currcnt trend is to deccntralisc
computers based in one location, and use telecommunica-
tions to link computers in many locations, the potential for
uncontrolled interception of much personal information
increases as more modern technology is dcploycd.

The Bill does not give the security services the power to
access data that is not being transmitted. It docs, however,
facilitate the access to information sent between computers
as it is transmitted. This, cou led with the secrcc maintainedP Y
by section 27 of the Data Protcction‘Act, will provide a cloak
that will be impenetrable.

Interception of computer data -* - A
l . I I ,

Under the Data Protection Act:

I Security scrviccs are not covcrcd by the Data Protection Act if
any Cabinet Minister signs a certificate. Via this ccrtificatc they can
obtain information from any collection of personal data for any
purpose without breaking the provisions of the Data Protection Act.
I The registrar (the data protection ombudsman and watchdog) is
unaware of any certificates that is signed by a Cabinet Minister
intccpt when he accidentally finds out that a certificate has been
issued. He has no knowledge of the scope of security services data
processing. (Harrsard 17.12.84) -
ii The Home Secretary do-..-.2. not know whether any of his Cabinet
colleagues has signed a certificate (Hansard 25.2.85). This com-
pares unfavourably with the position in relation to telephone
tapping warrants, where the Home Secretary or Foreign Secretary
sign warrants. 1 is
0 Once a certificate has been signed by a minister, thcn there is no
need to renew that certificate (Hansard 25.2.85) unless there is an
administrative reason for doing so. ‘
O There is no obligation for the Home Secretary to have any proce-
dures that examine security, accuracy and rclcvancc of the data
stored on security service systems (Hansard 5.7.84).

This lack iof accountability in controlling security service
data processing is compounded by technology. For example,
it is possible for £3,500 to buy a device that is capable of
recording details (who made the call, where to, how long)
from up to 500 telephone lines. The Observer (19.2.84)
described how the Ministry of Defence had placed a secrecy
order on JCL Data, a firm in Barnslcy. This patent covered a
device which prevented the copying of data, and it was
reported that the Govcmmcnt Communications Head-
quarters (GCHQ) were anxious that this would be uscd to
protect data held on computer. Put another way, GCHQ
were anxious to obtainall rights to a patent that could hinder
their interceptions. J .

In conclusion, it is pertinent to recall the words of the
Lindop Committee on Data Protection whose report was
disregarded by the government when they devised their data
protection legislation. They argued that in their supervisory
body, there would be somebody with security clearance who
would ‘assure for many other public servants that the (theY
security service) will not stray beyond their allotted func-
tions’ (Lindop, section 23.21). _
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